KENSINGTON MUNICIPAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
REGULAR MEETING MINUTES
TUESDAY, JULY 30, 2013
7:00 PM

1.Members Present: Tahara, Cordova, Holmes Snyder, Brydon, Engberg, Gillifan
2. Ken Hempel spoke during the citizen’s comments regarding his notice from the county to clear his vegetation
around his property. He has attempted to contact KMAC, the county and Supervisor Gioia’s office to ask for
assistance understanding the county’s request. Supervisor Gioia’s office will discuss issue with Mr. Hempel.
Agenda Items 4 – 9: ATT Applications

As no KMAC member is within 300’ of the proposed locations, all members can provide recommendations for the
applications. Brydon recused himself on all applications.
ATT applicant, Ken Mintz, Area Manager for External Affairs in Contra Costa County presented an overview of the
applications. Matt Yergovich, ATT counsel, showed the coverage map for cell service in the Kensington area.
Francisco Avila, Contra Costa County Planner, stated that he is the county representative processing the ATT
Application.

General Comments from the Public:
Sheila Kogan stated that there is a possible endangerment of human health from humming noise from the
equipment. ATT should look at co-location sites. She is opposed to these applications.
Jose Lujan said that he does not get cell coverage and supports antennas and needs the coverage. He supports
these applications.
John Stein stated that he had attended the forum which was run by PR firm with no ATT representatives.
asked why there is a need for these towers. He is opposed to these applications.

He

Bob Westby said that he was concerned about the noise from the equipment and told that 45 db level is close to a
loud bathroom fan which is a big nuisance. He is opposed to these applications.
Leonard Schwartzburd stated that he is fundamentally opposed to the cell tower as he doesn’t believe the current
levels are safe. There is evidence of heath risks. He is opposed to these applications.
Linda Lipscomb provided some questions regarding these installations. She wonders what will occur if
undergrounding occurs? If ATT uses the pole, will other providers be granted equal access? Will these
applications if approved, provide a precedent for other mobile companies to apply for new applications? Has
ATT looked at other facilities such as the cemetery and EBMUD locations? As a realtor, she stated that buyer
perception is not good. She is opposed to these applications.
Jesse Schwartz stated that the human body is sensitive to these issues. He is opposed to these applications.
Eileen Kramer is concerned about the undergrounding utilities and how these applications will affect these cell
sites. She is opposed to these applications.
John Kramer wants service but does not like ATT approach and hurts property values.

Ellie Marks stated that there are wireless dangers and possible human carcinoma. Public has to strike a
balance. She is opposed to these applications.
Bill Stanton wants people to use the land line rather than cell downloads. He is opposed to these applications.
Anne Shay stated that she communicates with kids via the cell phone. Modern society requires the use of cell
phones. RF waves are not proven to harm. She supports these applications.
In response to public comment:
Matt Yergovich agreed that if any undergrounding of utilities occurs, the cell site antennas and equipment will be
removed as well.
Bill Hammett – Third party engineer of ATT stated that there is no harm from RF waves.
from the equipment is much less noise than a bathroom fan.

The noise generated

4. Near 121 Windsor (LP13-2009)
Public Comment:
Glenn Morrison asked how much money the county will make from these 6 cell towers. He is opposed to this
application.
Gloria Morrison stated that she is happy that ATT lowered the 10’ pole extension, but concerned that other
carriers will apply for these types of cell sites. She is opposed to this application.
Eyleen Nadolny stated she uses Verizon and Comcast and lives next to the proposed site. She is concerned
about the noise generated from the equipment and does not want the peace and tranquility disturbed by the
noise. She is opposed to this application.
Michael Kassarjian said that the cell antenna was lowered but has questions on the noise and aesthetic impacts
of the equipment boxes. He is opposed to this application.
Debra Kassarjian stated that the property values will be affected with these cell sites implemented in the
neighborhood. She asked what percentage of ATT customers will benefit as it is such a small minority. She is
opposed to this application.
Bill Stanton asked about co-location. Are these applications opening the door for other communication
companies to apply cell sites in Kensington? He is opposed to this application.
Barbara Steinberg stated that she is concerned about the noise as BART was supposed to be silent as noted in
the planning stages but BART is heard in her neighborhood.
In response to public comment:
Francisco Avila stated that other communication providers must provide an application for each site.
In response to the noise impacts, Matt Yergovich stated that the equipment boxes cannot be buried in the ground
to reduce the noise generated as ambient air is needed to cool the electronic equipment.
Near 121 Windsor (LP13-2009)
Recommendation: Conditional Approval. (3 – 2)
Recommended approval: Cordova, Snyder, Gillifan Opposed: Tahara, Engberg
KMAC Comments:


This proposed cell site design has been modified to lower the height of the antennae so not to block the
view of the adjacent neighbors, but equipment box was relocated on the ground.



Residential noise impacts from the proposed utility box to adjacent properties remain unstudied by the
county. Data to determine aggregate noise impact and/or required mitigation has not been provided by

the applicant.


Relative size and scale of equipment on this particular street require further study as it appears to be
inconsistently bulky for placement in the public right of way.



Proposed equipment siting impacts curb appeal and existing natural assets of neighboring properties.

Conditions for approval:
The applicant stipulated to the following conditions for approval:
1. Baseline measurement of existing utility noise shall be measured by the county and the aggregate noise
threshold produced by the addition of the proposed equipment shall comply with the noise standards for
utilities currently set forth in the county general plan; and
2. Prior to construction, the applicant, planning department and/or public works department must engage
adjacent neighbors to identify and provide the least impactful aesthetic options for the proposed utility box
to ensure the relative scale and siting is consistent with this particular residential street.
3. If undergrounding of utilities occur at this location, ATT will remove all equipment and antennas from
premises.

5. Near 8 Sunset Drive (LP13-2010)
Public Comment:
Michelle Ferguson stated that the cell site is located adjacent to her property and concerned about the loss of
property value and health impacts of her children. The tree which is hiding the antenna and equipment could be
possibly be cut down as trees in the adjacent properties have fallen lately. The visual impact would be
tremendous. She also wonders why the cell site could not be moved to the cemetery as it seems to be a better
location. She is opposed to this application.
Ewan Ferguson asked who will pay for the 25% loss of property value at the location. He is opposed to this
application.
Michael Kharitonov asked why the ATT cell site is not located in the cemetery.

He is opposed to this application.

Linda Lipscomb stated that if ATT placed the cell site in the cemetery, they would have to pay but the cemetery
and EDMUD filter plant are good co-location sites.
Karen Shebek said that this cell site is similar to the location near 4 Stratford as the EBMUD filter plant is adjacent
to this location. She is opposed to this application.
In response to public comment:
Matt Yergovich stated that the design has not been modified as there is no room on the ground for an equipment
box. Other ATT sites were assessed but were not deemed acceptable for ATT. Antenna at this location could
not be lowered.

Near 8 Sunset Drive (LP13-2010)
Recommendation: Denial. (5 – 0)
Recommended denial: Cordova, Snyder, Gillifan, Tahara, Engberg

Comments:





This proposed cell site design has not been modified since first submitted then recommended for denial in
February 2013.
The excessive relative height and scale of the proposed antennae is inconsistent with surrounding
residential properties, potentially obstructs light access to neighboring properties and impacts natural
assets of the surrounding area. The applicant explained that in the hills, the further “downstream” the site
location, “the taller the pole.”
The alternate site analysis failed to study Sunset Hills Cemetery, which is less than 100 feet away from
the proposed site and appears to have fewer height and scale impacts, if any.

6. Near 248 Grizzly Peak Blvd (LP13-2011)
Public Comment:
Ciara Wood stated that the cell site is adjacent to the trailhead of pathway to school and to the park.
opposed to this application.

She is

Sheila Kogan stated that she is offended that this cell site does not impact view as she said that the view in the
park is greatly affected. She is opposed to this application.
In response to public comment:
Matt Yergovich stated that the antenna could not be lowered per the design. The antenna could not be
camouflaged to look like a tree as mentioned by KMAC member.
Recommendation: Denial. (5 – 0)
Recommended denial: Cordova, Snyder, Gillifan, Tahara, Engberg
Comments:


This proposed cell site design has been modified since first submitted and recommended for denial in
February 2013.



Excessive bulk and relative height of the antennae and pole impacts the surrounding natural landscape of
the adjacent properties.



This type of structure is incompatible with the adjacent properties and the surrounding natural landscape.



Concerns over view impact to the east were raised in public comment, but view impact was not a cited
factor for recommending denial.

7. Near 18 Highgate (LP13-2017)
Public comment:
Karen Shebek stated that she is commenting for neighbors in the area who are opposed to this cell site.
Recommendation: Conditional Approval. (5 – 0)
Recommended approval: Cordova, Snyder, Gillifan, Tahara, Engberg

Comments:


This proposed cell site design has been modified from the previous proposal submitted by the applicant in
February 2013.



Residential noise impacts from the proposed utility box to adjacent properties remain unstudied by the
county. Data to determine aggregate noise impact and/or required mitigation has not been provided by
the applicant.

Conditions for approval:
The applicant stipulated to the following conditions for approval:
1. Baseline measurement of existing utility noise shall be measured by the county and the aggregate noise
threshold produced by the addition of the proposed equipment shall comply with the noise standards for
utilities currently set forth in the county general plan;
2. If undergrounding of utilities occur at this location, ATT will remove all equipment and antennas from
premises.
8. Near 4 Stratford (LP13-2019)
Public comment:
Karen Shebek stated that the EBMUD filter plant is a better location for a cell site. She also is concerned about
the traffic control in this area as the site is not very accessible to large construction at this corner. She is opposed
to this application.
Linda Lipscomb stated that the EBMUD filter plant should be reviewed for a cell site location in this area. It would
be least intrusive.
In response to public comment:
Matt Yergovich stated that the design has not been modified as there is no room on the ground for an equipment
box. Other ATT sites were assessed but were not deemed acceptable for ATT. Traffic control will be per the
county standards when constructing the pole.
Recommendation: Denial. (3 – 2)
Recommended denial: Engberg, Snyder, Cordova Opposed: Tahara, Gillifan
Comments:


The proposed cell site design has not been modified from the first submission, which was recommended
for denial in February 2013.



Residential noise impacts from the proposed utility box to adjacent properties remain unstudied by the
county. Data to determine aggregate noise impact and/or required mitigation has not been provided by
the applicant.



Equipment siting is incompatible with this particular residential street.



The alternate site analysis failed to consider the unpopulated EBMUD filter plant property less than100
feet from the proposed site.

9. Near 110 Ardmore (LP13-2020)
Public Comment:
Kellin Cooper stated that his view may be impacted from his property.
Jon Sarlin is concerned about health issues at this location.

He is opposed to this application.

He is opposed to this application.

Krista Vesinger stated that she is concerned about street aesthetics of the equipment boxes and lowered property
values if these cell sites are allowed at this location. She is opposed to this application.
Phil Greenberg said that the equipment boxes and the antenna are out of character.
Adam Lehman stated as he was the appraiser for a property adjacent to 110 Ardmore that cell sites will negatively
impact property values.
In response to public comment:
Matt Yergovich did not believe that a view was obstructed but ATT has not visited adjacent properties.
for a continuance for a site visit, ATT declined.

If asked

Recommendation: Denial. (5 – 0)
Recommended denial: Cordova, Snyder, Gillifan, Tahara, Engberg
Comments:


This proposed cell site design has been modified from the previous submittal.



Relative size and excessive bulk of the equipment box is over-scaled for the public right of way.



Residential noise impacts from the proposed utility box to adjacent properties remain unstudied by the
county. Data to determine aggregate noise impact and/or required mitigation has not been provided by
the applicant.



View impact to an adjacent resident was noted in public comment and contemplated as a contributing
factor for recommending denial.



The applicant did not visit the adjacent resident property to assess the impact to bay views.



The applicant did not request a continuance from KMAC to conduct a site visit at the adjacent resident
property.

Meeting was adjourned at 11:43 pm.
Respectfully submitted by:
Patrick Tahara, Chair

